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Examining College Essay Writing
G o a l s v. T h e o r y

Write clear sentences
Write coherent paragraphs
Write without committing common
grammatical and stylistic errors
Accurately employ the citation,
formatting, and stylistic conventions
of the Modern Language Association
TERMS

Summarize
Topic Sentences
Write Coherent Paragraphs
According to Bain
Write Clear Sentences Without
Committing Common Grammatical
And Stylistic Errors
According to Bain

Knowing critical limitations
Identifying unity within a paper
Developing cohesive papers with
solid conclusions
Theory Utilized
Hill quote
"Rhetoric may be defined as the
part of efficient communication
by language. It is not one of
several arts out of which a
choice may be made; it is the
art to the principles of which,
consciously or unconsciously, a
good writer or speaker must
conform."

Alexander Bain: “Rhetoric
discusses the means whereby
language, spoken or written,
may be rendered
effective.” (1146)
Sharon Crowley: “The
arrangement of any discourse
was determined by the rhetor’s
assessment of the rhetorical
situation for which she was
preparing.” (266)
A n alysis:

En g lish d ep art men t s
must adjust their
st an dards for
composition st u dies t o
allow st u den t s t o fin d
t h eir vo ices w it h in
essay w rit in g .
Recom m en dat ion s:

K e n n e t h B u r k e ’s n o t i o n t
h at “ effect ive
literature could be
nothing else but
rhetoric.

CONCLUSIONS

Formulate topic sentences that
develop thesis statements

To understand opposing
ideologies within criticism

James Berlin: "Thus rhetoric is
primarily concerned with the
provision of inventional devices
whereby the speaker may
discover his or her argument,
with these devices naturally
falling int)o three categories:
the rational, the emotional, and
the ethical."

DISCUSSION AND

RESULTS AND

Formulate thesis statements that
summarize complex, analytic
arguments

Goals of the assignment:

Theory

THEORY

Graduates will be able to

GOALS

DOCUMENT

Document
Department of English Student
Learning Outcomes
Communication Skills

Nick Brown
University of North Florida

CONCLUSIONS
ADVANTAGES:
College essays will become less
restricted if writers are allowed
to imaginatively compose
compelling discourse and move
past the five-paragraph essay
and its restrictions.

Grid Category Analysis:
Sharon Crowley’s writing
diverges from Bain’s definition
of unity within a paragraph to
touch on variety and writing
instructions as socialization.

Questions for
further study:
1. How could writers apply
Keith Fort’s Form, Authority,
and the Critical Essay to this
rubric?
2.Which canons of rhetoric
best serve writers’
persuasiveness for clear and
effective compositions?

